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The fatigue process consists, from the engineering point of view, of three stages: crack initiation,
fatigue crack growth, and the ﬁnal failure. It is also known that the fatigue process near notches
and cracks is governed by local strains and stresses in the regions of maximum stress and strain
concentrations. Therefore, the fatigue crack growth can be considered as a process of successive
crack increments, and the fatigue crack initiation and subsequent growth can be modeled as one
repetitive process. The assumptions mentioned above were used to derive a fatigue crack growth
model based, called later as the UniGrow model, on the analysis of cyclic elastic–plastic
stresses–strains near the crack tip. The fatigue crack growth rate was determined by simulating
the cyclic stress–strain response in the material volume adjacent to the crack tip and calculating
the accumulated fatigue damage in a manner similar to fatigue analysis of stationary notches.
The fatigue crack growth driving force was derived on the basis of the stress and strain history at
the crack tip and the Smith–Watson–Topper (SWT) fatigue damage parameter, D = rmaxDe/2.
It was subsequently found that the fatigue crack growth was controlled by a two-parameter
driving force in the form of a weighted product of the stress intensity range and the maximum
stress intensity factor, DKpK1p
max. The eﬀect of the internal (residual) stress induced by the
reversed cyclic plasticity has been accounted for and therefore the two-parameter driving force
made it possible to predict the eﬀect of the mean stress including the inﬂuence of the applied
compressive stress, tensile overloads, and variable amplitude spectrum loading. It allows estimating the fatigue life under variable amplitude loading without using crack closure concepts.
Several experimental fatigue crack growth datasets obtained for the Al 7075 aluminum alloy
were used for the veriﬁcation of the proposed uniﬁed fatigue crack growth model. The method
can be also used to predict fatigue crack growth under constant amplitude and spectrum loading
in various environmental conditions such as vacuum, air, and corrosive environment providing
that appropriate limited constant amplitude fatigue crack growth data obtained in the same
environment are available. The proposed methodology is equally suitable for fatigue analysis of
smooth, notched, and cracked components.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

ONE of the diﬃculties arising while modeling the
fatigue crack growth (FCG) process is suﬃciently
accurate estimation of elastic–plastic stresses and strains
ahead of the crack tip, resulting from the stress
concentration and cyclic plastic deformation of the
material volume in the crack tip region. Due to the
presence of irreversible cyclic plastic deformations at the
crack tip, signiﬁcant compressive residual stresses are
induced around the crack tip by cyclic and entirely
tensile applied remote stresses or loads. Therefore, it is
necessary to determine and account for the eﬀect of the
actual crack tip stresses and strains induced by previous
loading cycles on fatigue crack growth rate caused by
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the current loading cycle. Most of the existing fatigue
crack growth models emphasize the eﬀect of the applied
remote or nominal stress range without direct relation to
the crack tip stress–strain aﬀairs.
However, there are several diﬃculties with appropriate stress–strain modeling of the crack tip region and
subsequent analysis of crack tip stresses and strains
based on the continuum mechanics. The classical
elastic[1] and elastic–plastic fracture mechanics solutions[2,3] concerning stresses and strains at the crack tip
were derived for an ideal sharp crack having a tip radius
q* = 0. Such a model of the crack tip results in a
singular solution with unrealistically high strains and
stresses in the vicinity of the crack tip. In spite of the
importance of these fundamental fracture mechanics
solutions, they unfortunately cannot be directly used for
the determination of the actual stresses and strains in the
vicinity of a crack tip.
In order to better understand the stress–strain material behavior near the crack tip region, several experimental studies have been recently carried out by Tai[4]
(digital image correlation method), Croft[5] (X-ray
diﬀraction method), and Livne.[6] The measured strain
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distributions near fatigue cracks are characterized by
high gradients, but as expected the strains near the crack
tip were ﬁnite. It has also been indicated[4] that
measured strain distributions could be well described
by continuum mechanics solutions if the crack tip is
assumed blunt and ended with a small radius q*.
Moreover, experimental observations carried out by
Withers[7] and Jones[8] suggest that just behind the tip,
the crack stays open even if the remaining area away
from the crack tip is in contact. A similar small but open
region just behind the fatigue crack tip was found while
analyzing the crack opening displacement ﬁelds obtained from Finite Element analyses reported in References 9 and 10. This eﬀect can be explained by the fact
that plastically deformed material at the vicinity of a
crack tip acts during unloading as an obstacle or a small
rigid ball and prevents the region behind the crack tip
from being closed.
Therefore, the crack tip in the fatigue crack growth
analysis outlined below has been modeled as a sharp
notch with a small but ﬁnite radius q*. The advantage of
using the blunt crack model lies in the fact that notch
theories and continuum mechanics principles and solutions can be applied and the calculated crack tip stresses
and strains become more realistic.
A. Basic Assumptions
Based on the experimental and numerical data discussed above, a fatigue crack growth model has been
developed. It has been assumed (Figure 1) that fatigue
crack can be modeled as a notch or blunt crack with the
tip radius q*. While unloading from the maximum stress
to the stress level B (Figure 1), the plastically deformed
material prevents the crack tip from being closed
because the multi-axial stress state ahead of the crack
tip signiﬁcantly prevents reversed plastic deformation.
Therefore, the crack surfaces may come into contact
(closure) away from the crack tip, but the region just
behind the crack tip remains open. For this reason, the
contact stresses resulting from the often postulated
crack closure phenomenon cannot be very eﬀective
because they are applied away from the crack tip.
Experiments[8] and ﬁnite element analyses[10] also suggest that the contact stresses resulting from eventual
crack closure are too small to be responsible for the
stress ration (R-ratio) eﬀect and fatigue crack growth
retardation under spectrum loading. In addition, the
experimental and numerical analyses[5,8,10] indicate that
changes of the R-ratio or the overload eﬀect are mainly
manifested in the change of crack tip stresses and strains
corresponding to the maximum stress intensity factor.
This is contrary to the crack closure concept[11] suggesting that the R-ratio and the stress history eﬀects are
mainly due to the change of the eﬀective minimum stress
intensity factor and, subsequently, crack tip stresses and
strains corresponding to the minimum stress intensity
factor. Unfortunately, there were no data available until
recently showing the link between the crack closure and
the strain and stress evolution ahead of the crack tip.
For this reason, the proposed model is concerned mainly
with the analysis of cyclic elastic–plastic stresses and
1302—VOLUME 44A, MARCH 2013

strains ahead of the crack tip and the crack closure is not
explicitly considered. When fully compressive remote
stress or load is applied (below the zero level C in
Figure 1), the crack, according to the model, is transformed into one or two holes of radius q*. Such a
transformation makes it possible to rationally account
for the eﬀect of the compressive part of a stress/load
cycle. A detailed description of the model, named as the
UniGrow model, has been presented in References 12–
15. Therefore, only the main elements of the model are
brieﬂy described below.
The model is based on the idea that the fatigue
process near cracks and notches is governed by highly
concentrated strains and stresses in the small region
adjacent to the crack/notch tip. Therefore, the fatigue
crack growth can be subsequently considered as a
process of successive crack increments resulting from
the material damage in the crack tip region. It was
subsequently assumed that the real material can be
modeled as a set of elementary particles or material
blocks (Figure 2) of ﬁnite dimension ‘‘q*’’ and the crack
has also the tip radius equal to ‘‘q*.’’ It is possible to
assume a diﬀerent material block size than ‘‘q*,’’ but the
theoretic analysis and the ﬁnal general form of the
fatigue crack growth expression will not change. Therefore, the crack tip radius and the material block size are
the same in the analysis presented below.
Because the crack tip has well-deﬁned curvature, the
usual notch stress–strain analysis techniques can be
applied to determine stresses and strains in the crack tip
region. The following assumptions and computational
rules form the base for the UniGrow fatigue crack
growth model.
 The material consists of elementary blocks (Fig-

ure 1) of a ﬁnite dimension ‘‘q*.’’
 The fatigue crack is regarded as a deep notch with a

ﬁnite tip radius ‘‘q*.’’
 The stress–strain analysis is based on the cyclic

Ramberg–Osgood[16] material stress–strain curve.
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Fig. 1—Crack tip deformation under applied load.

Based on the assumptions above, Noroozi and
Glinka[12] have analytically derived the fatigue crack
growth expression in the form of expression (4).
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Kmax;appl þ Kr
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Fig. 2—Idealized discrete material model.
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n
1 þ n0

Parameters ‘‘Kmax,appl’’ and ‘‘DKappl’’ are the applied
maximum stress intensity factor and the stress intensity
range, respectively, and ‘‘Kr’’ is the residual stress
intensity factor accounting for the eﬀect of the crack
tip residual stresses resulting from reversed plastic
deformations. Parameters ‘‘p,’’ ‘‘C,’’ and ‘‘c’’ are material constants. It has to be noticed that material
constants ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘c’’ depend on environmental
conditions. The residual stress distribution ‘‘rr’’ ahead
of the crack tip, dependent on the material elastic–
plastic behavior and the cyclic stress/load history, was
determined using the multi-axial Neuber rule discussed
in References 20–22. The stress intensity factor Kr
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induced by the residual stress ‘‘rr’’ was calculated using
the universal weight functions[23,24] method.
The analytically derived Eq. [4] indicates that the
fatigue crack growth rate depends on two basic load
parameters ‘‘DK’’ and ‘‘Kmax’’ as postulated earlier[25] by
Sadananda and Vasudevan. A similar empirical fatigue
crack growth expression was also proposed earlier by
Walker[26] and Kujawski[27] based on observations of
constant amplitude fatigue crack growth data obtained
at various stress ratios ‘‘R.’’ However, Walker’s and
Kujawski’s expressions use only the applied stress
intensity factors and, besides the fact that the mathematical expressions are similar, the use of the stress
intensity factors corrected for the eﬀect of residual stress
makes the proposed model profoundly diﬀerent as it can
account for the stress history eﬀect. Therefore, the
determination of residual stresses around the moving
crack tip, produced by subsequent stress/loading cycles,
and their eﬀects on the resultant (total) stress intensity
factors, ‘‘DKtot’’ and ‘‘Kmax,tot,’’ becomes one of the
most important parts of the UniGrow model.
The elementary material block size, q*, is one of the
essential parameters of the UniGrow model. Several
ways of estimating q* can be found in[28] including the
method based on material fatigue limit and threshold
stress intensity factor range, the method based on
strain–life experimental data for smooth specimen, and
the method based on the constant amplitude fatigue
crack growth data. The last method is used in the
current paper since it provides not only the value of q*,
but also estimates material fatigue crack growth rates’
parameters ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘c.’’ The ongoing research shows
that q* does depend on the material true strength and
the statistically largest grain size. Additionally, it has to
be noticed that the assumption of crack increment being
equal to r* is only used to analytically derive the form of
total driving force, and the fatigue crack growth analysis
is based on a cycle by cycle approach. Therefore, the r*
parameter is used only to deﬁne the local stresses and
strains ahead of the crack (sharp notch) tip and the
corresponding residual stress intensity factor.
B. Residual Stresses and Stress Intensity Factor
The residual stress distribution ahead of a growing
fatigue crack due to one cycle of load was determined in
two stages. First, the linear elastic stress distribution was
determined using the Creager–Paris solution[29] for blunt
cracks.
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Second, the elastic–plastic strains and stresses were
calculated based on the pseudo-elastic stresses (5), the
elastic–plastic material curve (1), and the multi-axial
Neuber rule (6) described in References 21 and 22.
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relij eelij ¼ raij eaij

½6

The residual stresses ‘‘rr’’ were determined over a
series of elementary material blocks, as shown in
Figure 3, resulting in a stress distribution given by a
series of stress values rr(xi). The resultant residual stress
distribution which consists of all the residual stress
distributions produced through the loading spectrum
(Figure 4) and the universal weight function m(x)
enabled the calculation[23,24] of the residual stress
intensity factor Kr.
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Geometrical parameters M1, M2, M3, of various
weight functions can be found in References 23
and 24.
The minimum and maximum stress intensity factors
induced by the applied ﬂuctuating nominal stress
Sappl,max and Sappl,min can be calculated using readymade handbook solutions
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Kmax;appl ¼ Smax;appl paY; Kmin;appl ¼ Smin;appl paY
½8
or the same weight function and appropriate stress
distribution[23,24] induced by the externally applied cyclic
load.
One of the essential questions was how the residual
stress intensity factor Kr should be combined with the
applied stress intensity factors Kmax,appl and Kmin,appl
to appropriately model the eﬀect of the residual stress
and, subsequently, the stress history eﬀect. Therefore,
a series of experiments were carried out[5] to measure
strains around the growing fatigue crack tip before
and after single overload. In addition, ﬁnite element
analyses were also carried out[10] for the same material, specimen geometry, and loading history. The
experimental and numerical data have revealed that
the residual stresses inﬂuenced the crack tip strains
and stresses much more at the maximum load rather
than the minimum, resulting in simultaneous decrease
of the resultant range and maximum stress intensity
factors. Therefore, the residual stress intensity factor
Kr is combined with both the range DKappl and the
maximum applied stress intensity factor Kmax,appl
according to Eq. [4]. This approach diﬀers from the
popular opinion that only the minimum stress intensity Kmin,appl should be raised because of the crack
closure phenomenon.
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A
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Therefore, it was necessary to estimate for how long
stress distributions created by past cycles are inﬂuencing
the residual stress intensity factor Kr for the crack tip at
the current position. In other words, it is necessary to
deﬁne when the eﬀect of the previous cycle (or cycles)
can be neglected because the crack tip has propagated
out of its zone of inﬂuence.
Based on the analysis of various literature and inhouse experimental fatigue crack growth data, a set of
rules was formulated[14] with the purpose of accounting
for the eﬀect of magnitude, distribution, and the
longevity of eﬀectiveness of residual stresses created
ahead of growing fatigue cracks. Four rules have been
subsequently formulated for the determination of the
residual stress intensity factor required for the estimation of the instantaneous fatigue crack growth rate and
crack increments induced by individual stress/load
cycles. According to the proposed methodology, all
stress distributions induced by previous cycles, relative
to the current crack tip position, have to be combined
into one resultant residual stress ﬁeld for the residual
stress intensity factor Kr to be determined.
 First, only the compressive part of the residual crack

S
Fig. 3—Discrete stress distribution ahead of the crack tip.
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Fig. 4—Resultant residual stress distribution.

C. Memory Rules
The residual stresses are calculated after each stress
reversal. However, the eﬀect of residual stress distributions created by previous stress cycles depends on the
current position of the crack tip relative to the crack tip
position when past cycles created previous stress ﬁelds.
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tip stress ﬁeld corresponding to the minimum applied stress/load aﬀects the fatigue crack growth
rate.
 Second, if the compressive part of the stress distribution corresponding to Kmin of the current loading cycle is completely inside the previous resultant
minimum stress field, the material does not ‘‘feel’’ it
and the current minimum stress distribution should
be neglected.
 Third, if the compressive part of the minimum stress
distribution of the current loading cycle is fully or
partly outside the previous resultant minimum stress
ﬁeld, they should be combined.
 The fourth rule states that each minimum stress distribution should be included into the resultant one
only when the crack tip is inside its compressive
stress zone. In other words, when the crack tip has
propagated across the entire compressive stress zone
of the current minimum stress ﬁeld, it should be neglected or deleted from the resultant residual stress
ﬁeld.
All four rules are schematically explained in Figure 5.
Part ‘‘a’’ shows a variable amplitude loading history.
The corresponding residual stress proﬁle is presented in
part ‘‘b.’’ Loading cycles with a higher range produce
more damage; however, they also create a large compressive stress ﬁeld ahead of the crack tip. It causes the
decrease of the residual stress intensity factor ‘‘Kr’’ and
subsequent decrease of the FCG rate as shown in part
‘‘c.’’ The highlighted region in part ‘‘b’’ shows residual
stresses to be used for the residual stress intensity factor
calculation Kr while the crack tip is at point A.
Compressive stress ﬁelds induced by small cycles occurring between two subsequent overloads are neglected
(the second rule) and the stress ﬁeld due to the ﬁrst cycle
is excluded (the fourth rule).
VOLUME 44A, MARCH 2013—1305

Fig. 5—Compressive residual stress ﬁelds induced by subsequent load cycles of a spectrum loading; (a) loading history, (b) minimum residual
stress ﬁelds, (c) residual stress intensity factor as a function of the crack tip position.

II.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON FCG

According to the UniGrow fatigue crack growth
model, the FCG analysis under variable amplitude
loading in particular environment should be based on
constant amplitude FCG data obtained in the same
environment. Other words, it is assumed that material
resistivity to FCG is changing (increasing or decreasing)
in a corrosive environment, but the mechanical component of FCG driving force remains the same. This idea is
supported by the set of experiments performed by
Lee.[30] It has been shown that material strain–life (e–N)
response changes dramatically depending on diﬀerent
environmental conditions; however, the material cyclic
stress–strain curve (r–e) is almost insensitive to environmental changes (Figure 6). All experiments required
for determination of stress–strain, strain–life, and
fatigue crack growth material constants have been
performed under a relatively slow frequency of 10 Hz.
The variable loading history used for fatigue crack
growth analysis was applied under a similar frequency
of 5 Hz.
Similarly, material constants ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘c’’ in Eq. [1],
characterizing the resistivity to FCG, depend on the
Manson–Coﬃn strain–life curve parameters. Therefore,
the recommended method of estimation of the FCG
constants (Eq. [4]) and the elementary material block
1306—VOLUME 44A, MARCH 2013

size ‘‘q*’’ based on the Manson–Coﬃn and the
Ramberg–Osgood material curves includes indirectly
the eﬀect of the environment in the UniGrow model and
enables the prediction of fatigue crack growth in
corrosive environments, providing that the basic reference material curves (e–N) and (r–e) obtained in a given
environment are available.
The fatigue crack growth behavior of Al 7075-T651
alloy was investigated by Lee[29] under constant amplitude loading (frequency 10 Hz) in three diﬀerent environments (vacuum, air 70 pct RH, and 1 pct NaCl
solution). A similar set of experiments has been also
performed by Pao.[31] The FCG rate as a function of the
applied stress intensity range is shown in Figure 7. As
expected, the slowest crack growth rate was observed in
vacuum and the highest in 1 pct NaCl solution.
The constant amplitude datasets shown in Figure 7
enable the estimation of the crack tip radius ‘‘q*’’ for all
three environments. Since the mean stress eﬀect in Eq.
[4] has been accounted for using the SWT damage
parameter, each set of experimental FCG rate data
points plotted as a function of the two-parameter
ð1pÞ
driving force, Dj ¼ Kpmax;tot DKtot , should collapse
onto one ‘‘master’’ curve. On the other hand, the twoparameter driving forces ‘‘Djtot ’’ can be determined as a
function of the crack tip radius ‘‘q,’’ which depends on
the environment.
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A

Fig. 6—Strain-Stress and Strain-Life behavior of Al 7075-T6 in diﬀerent environments.

Fig. 7—FCG rates as a function of applied SI range for vacuum, air, and NaCl.

ð1pÞ

Dj ¼ Kpmax;tot DKtot

p 
1p
¼ Kpmax;appl þ Kr DKappl þ Kr

p
Z a
¼ Kpmax;appl þ
rr ðxjqÞ  mða; xÞdx
0


Z
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1p

a

rr ðxjqÞ  mða; xÞdx
0

¼ DjðqÞ
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where rr ðxjqÞ is the residual stress ﬁeld due to cyclic
plasticity, ‘‘a’’ is the current crack length, and mða; xÞis
the weight function appropriate for the given geometry.
Since the crack tip radius ‘‘q*’’ is the only unknown
parameter in the equation above, it has to be selected in
such a way that all experimental constant amplitude
FCG data points, obtained at various stress ratios R,
collapse onto one da/dN  Djtot ‘‘master’’ curve. The
resultant da/dN  Djtot ‘‘master’’ curves for all three
environments are shown in Figure 8. The collapsed
‘‘master’’ FCG rate curves presented in terms of the
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Fig. 8—FCG rates as a function of total driving force for vacuum, air, and NaCl.

Table I.

Elementary Material Block Sizes for Diﬀerent
Environments (Al 7075-T6)

Environment
Vacuum
Laboratory air
1 pct NaCl solution

Elementary Material
Block Size
2.0e6 m
3.8e6 m
4.5e6 m

total driving force, ‘‘Djtot’’ were divided into four
segments and each segment was subsequently approximated by a straight line ﬁtted into the experimental data
points using the linear regression method. The estimated
values of elementary material block size ‘‘q*’’ for
diﬀerent environments are shown in the following
Table I.
As one may notice, the lowest value corresponds to
vacuum and the highest one corresponds to 1 pct NaCl
solution. It makes sense since, according to the proposed
model, the elementary material block size, q*, is
proportional to the instantaneous fatigue crack growth
rate, da/dN,[12] which follows the same trend.
The experimental data for high R-ratio in vacuum
show huge increase of fatigue crack growth rates, da/dN,
when applied stress intensity range approaches certain
value (5 MPam). It might happen because the maximum applied stress intensity factor approached fracture
toughness. In this case, the crack growth is caused not
only by applied cyclic load but by static fracture as well.
Similar explanation may be used to justify the deviation
of experimental fatigue crack growth data for R = 0.85
from collapsed material curve in NaCl (Figure 8).
1308—VOLUME 44A, MARCH 2013

A. Variable Loading
The central through crack specimens were used to
investigate the eﬀect of the environment on FCG in Al
7075 to 7651 alloy under variable amplitude loading.
The specimens were 102 mm wide, 235 mm long, and
2 mm thick with a 3-mm radius central notch from
which the crack starters were cut. More detailed
description of the specimens and the testing procedure
can be found in the original work by Lee.[29]
The variable amplitude fatigue loading tests and
UniGrow fatigue life predictions were performed under
two diﬀerent types of loading spectra: tension dominated and tension–compression. The following table
gives the maximum/minimum stresses and the number
of reversal for each spectrum.

Tension
Dominated
Tension–
Compression

Maximum
Stress (MPa)

Minimum
Stress (MPa)

Number of
Cycles (MPa)

200.9

73.7

2,249,614

162.3

163.7

1,975,035

The test conditions for variable amplitude fatigue crack
growth tests were vacuum at 4e8 T, laboratory air
with relative humidity 50 pct, and 1 pct NaCl solution.
The average loading frequency was around 5 Hz.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND UNIGROW
PREDICTIONS

The predicted and experimental crack length vs number
of cycles’ (a–N) datasets for the tension–compression
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A

Fig. 9—FCG predictions and experimental data for air, 1 pct NaCl, and vacuum under tension–compression loading spectrum.

Fig. 10—FCG predictions and experimental data for air, 1 pct NaCl, and vacuum under tension-dominated loading spectrum.

loading spectrum are shown in Figure 9. The experimental measurements show that the fatigue life in
vacuum is much longer (~43 million cycles) than in air
(3.5 million cycles), which coincides well with constant
amplitude FCG data. Similarly, the fatigue life measured
in 1 pct NaCl solution is about twice shorter than in air
(1.7 million).
An interesting observation can be made based on the
shape of the FCG curve in each particular environment.
Both air and 1 pct NaCl solution curves have a step-wise
shape with distinct multiple retardation plateau and
intervals of high FCG rates. The retardation eﬀects are
due to the large plastic deformations at the vicinity of a
crack tip produced by high overloading cycles. However, these eﬀects are less visible in the 1 pct NaCl
solution. It can be explained by the fact that the total
FCG driving force depends not only on the mechanical
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS A

driving force and the plastic deformations around the
crack, but also on the corrosion mechanisms. On the
contrary, in the vacuum, the experimental FCG curve
has a traditional smooth shape with no visible retardation or acceleration eﬀects.
The UniGrow FCG model gives good estimation of
fatigue lives in all three environments (Figure 9). The
theoretic a–N curves not only match the ﬁnal fatigue
lives, but also follow the same shapes as it was measured
in the experiments. The diﬀerence in fatigue life between
experimental data and theoretic predictions may come
from the scatter of constant amplitude fatigue crack
growth data used to estimate the elementary material
block size, q*, and material/environmental constants, C
and c.
The theoretical predictions and experimental measurements for tension-dominated loading spectrum in
VOLUME 44A, MARCH 2013—1309

air and vacuum are show in Figure 10. Similar to the
results discussed above, the fatigue life in vacuum is
approximately 10 times longer than in air and the shapes
of FCG curves are diﬀerent.
It should be noted that the fatigue life under the
tension-dominated spectrum is approximately 30 pct
longer than under the tension–compression spectrum in
air and 100 pct longer in vacuum. This result could be
anticipated because the compressive part of the cycle
may eliminate the retardation eﬀect induced by high
overload cycles. In other words, in the case of the tensile
loading spectrum (no underloads), the residual stress
retardation eﬀect was much greater than in the case of
the tension–compression spectrum. A similar eﬀect was
observed by Kujawski[27] in air. The diﬀerence in fatigue
lives (experimental and theoretic) under tensiondominated and tension–compression loading spectra
was more signiﬁcant in vacuum than in air. Figure 9
shows the ability of the UniGrow model to predict life
under loading spectrum containing large compressive
underloads.
The similar estimation of fatigue life under tensiondominated loading spectrum using UniGrow model has
been shown by Lee.[29] However, he ﬁtted two-pieces
fatigue crack growth rate curve into collapsed data
(Figure 8), which resulted in ~2e+7 diﬀerence in the
ﬁnal fatigue life. Additionally, the elementary material
block size parameter, r*, was deﬁned in Reference 29
using a simpliﬁed equation proposed by Noroozi.[12] The
current approach to estimate R* is described above in
the ‘‘Environmental eﬀects on FCG’’ section.
In spite of the fact that the UniGrow fatigue crack
growth model gives a very good estimation of fatigue
life, one can notice that predicted fatigue crack growth
rates are sometimes lower and sometimes higher than
experimental ones (Figure 9 and Figure 10). It can be
explained by the fact that retardation eﬀects of high
overloads are not always estimated correctly because of
inaccuracy of the applied model for elastic–plastic
stress–strain behavior (Neuber rule). It has been shown
that the multi-axial Neuber rule gives a good estimation
of elastic plastic stresses and strains[21] in the vicinity of
a crack tip; however, it is still just an approximation.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented above shows that various
eﬀects inﬂuencing fatigue crack growth resulting from
the application of cyclic variable amplitude loading in
diﬀerent environmental conditions can be modeled by
considering the inﬂuence of residual stresses caused by
reversed cyclic plastic deformation in the crack tip
region and using as a base the FCG constant amplitude
data for the particular environment.
It has been shown that the retardational eﬀect
induced by high overloads is more visible in air, where
the FCG is inﬂuenced mostly by mechanical driving
force and residual stresses, and less visible in 1 pct NaCl,
where the chemical eﬀects are present.
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It has also been shown that the use of the ‘‘memory
rules’’ and the two-parameter UniGrow driving force
enables realistic simulation of the fatigue lives of
cracked bodies subjected to complex variable amplitude
service loading spectra.
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